Barbara Jordan Terminal and Rental Car Facility

FROM TERMINAL UPPER LEVEL (TICKETING/PASSENGER DROP OFF) TO THE RENTAL CAR FACILITY
Exit the Barbara-Jordan Terminal and take one of the marked pedestrian crosswalks through the garage to the Rental Car Facility. Walk, take shuttle, or call 512-530-2242 for wheelchair assistance to the Rental Car Facility.

FROM TERMINAL LOWER LEVEL (BAGGAGE CLAIM) TO THE RENTAL CAR FACILITY
All pedestrian walkways lead to the garage. Call 512-530-2242 for wheelchair assistance or exit the Barbara-Jordan Terminal and take one of the marked pedestrian crosswalks to the garage. From Garage Level 1, take elevator or stairs up to Garage Level 3 and take shuttle or walk to the Rental Car Facility Customer Counters.

FROM THE OFF-AIRPORT RENTAL CAR AREA TO THE BARBARA-JORDAN TERMINAL
From Off-Airport Rental Car Area to the Barbara-Jordan Upper Level/Ticketing: Call 512-530-2242 for wheelchair assistance or take elevator or stairs up to Rental Car Facility Level 1. Take shuttle or walk to the Barbara-Jordan Terminal.

FOR WHEELCHAIR ASSISTANCE PLEASE CALL 512-530-2242

ALLEGIANT & VIA AIR OPERATE OUT OF THE SOUTH TERMINAL
FRONTIER BEGAN FLYING OUT OF THE SOUTH TERMINAL NOVEMBER 15, 2018

Approximately .10 of a mile